CTCN Knowledge Management System in a Snapshot – As of 19 July 2016

Technical development of the Technology Library component of the CTCN’s Knowledge Management System (KMS) has been temporarily halted as a revised plan is developed and assessed. However, other KMS development and maintenance continues as detailed below.

Content Development

Technical Assistance information: Information and data on the CTCN’s technical assistance continues to be added and updated as requests are received and technical assistance is implemented.

Network information: As the Network pages are further developed, members have been asked to provide relevant information (i.e. reports, case studies, learning tools) to further populate their individual pages on the CTCN website. In order to facilitate this process, guidance and downloading tool have been provided to Network members.

CTCN staff and Advisory Board members’ pages: CTCN and Advisory Board member photos have been added to their respective web pages.

Numerous additional refinements have been made throughout the site, as well as general maintenance which is conducted in 2-3 week “sprints”.

Technology Library: Following Advisory Board guidance, a proposal for a revised technology library plan was drafted and shared with the CTCN Chair and Vice-Chair. Requests for feedback are being solicited from key stakeholders and Board members who have indicated an interest in the KMS.

Technical Development

Semantic solution: Installation and integration of software to further organize and combine relevant KMS information has been conducted in order to enhance user access to technology information resources.

Network Operations: An intranet (or internal) Network Member Dashboard and application evaluation system was integrated into the KMS in order to facilitate the work of CTCN Network staff.

Technical Assistance Dashboard: Integration of a CTCN Technical Assistance Feedback Form into the TA Dashboard was implemented.